IMPINGER
FREQUENCY/TIME

1. FORTNIGHT - (allow 2 hours)
Preferable before closing.
With reassembly done in the morning.

TOOLS

Steel brush, scrapper, green pad scrubber, glove, clean cloth, aluminum
foil and cling film (optional) and old news paper

PERSONAL PROTECTIVE
EQUIPMENT (PPE)

Latex gloves, mask and goggles, heavy duty gloves,
heavy duty apron

CHEMICALS

Fast Foam, All Purpose Cleaner, Viva - Ecolab

Turn impinger off and unplug from power
outlet.
If applicable, remove shelf that sits on top
of unit.
Unlock wheels and pull table out to be able
to go around impinger.

Ensure impinger is lukewarm not burning
and you are wearing PPE.
Remove tray from both sides.
Remove stopper from conveyor.
Press “coupling sleeve” away from
conveyor and slowly slide it out.

Loosen “thumb screw” and remove “panel
end” of both sides.

Remove the inside fingers starting by top
one. Lift up front hanger and push towards
the back of the oven then drop finger down
towards the front and swing out.
Slide out the bottom one.

Slide off finger and separate from air-duct
assemble.
Put air duct through dish washer, and
air dry. Ensure dishwasher is drained
and refilled with fresh water afterwards.
Remove internal middle dividers. Lay them
in line with finger assembly.

Follow the photo for convenience of
spraying the chemical. Place the conveyor
on top.

Spray chemical. Turn conveyor over to
spray other side, including rollers and axle.
Let the chemical work over night.
NOTE: if using prep bench for this process
cover bench with cling wrap.

Spray Fast Foam on shelf, let chemical
work, using a tray to catch the drips.
Rinse shelf.

Lay old news paper under the unit to catch
drips and spills.
Clean inside of impinger by scrapping
excess build up using scrapper. Pick up all
the carbon debris.
Spray Fast Foam degreaser inside and
around the edges, let it sit.

Using a cloth rinse unit with soap and
water.
Rinse again using only plain water and then
dry using a clean cloth.

Clean the air intake that is behind the
impinger using steel brush.
Collect all the debris from the grill.
Spray Fast Foam behind unit, let it sit and
clean with cloth.

Line trays with aluminum foil and place
both trays back in unit.
Place shelf on top of unit if applicable.
Return unit to position.

Spray All Purpose Cleaner, and wipe down
all the surfaces of unit.
Remove everything from stand, wipe all
surfaces and legs.
Wash all utensils and containers if needed.
Clean and polish wall behind unit.

Next morning with the use of a steel brush
and a metal scrapper brush the parts and
rinse with water.
Air dry conveyor.
CAUTION:
DO NOT USE METAL POT SCRUBBER
AS THIS GETS STUCK IN THE CHAIN
AND WILL GO INTO FOOD.

Reassemble following the reverse order of
disassembling.
Air duct assemble, center divider.

Then place left and right panel,
slide conveyor back to original position and
place stopper.

